The Comely Maids Christmas Gift

The Comely Maids Christmas Gift
Christmas Eve in Aspen, the rich folks are
away, and Calvin is stuck with his hot
maid. He knows he shouldnt get excited
but watching Shelley pleasuring herself on
her webcam for her girlfriend is simply too
much.Making matters worse is the
confession she makes the next morning:
shes new at this! For her Christmas present
to her boss, she wants him to defl0wer her.
Will Calvin be able to resist? After all, isnt
it bad etiquette to turn down a
gift?WARNING: 18+, short story (8,000
words)*** NOTE: This is a mirror version
of Cheri Versets Little S:s Gift aka First
Time in Aspen; it is the same story but
without taboo relationships between the
characters ***
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